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Abstract
Aggregation is an operation that plays a key role in multidimensional OLAP
(MOLAP). Existing aggregation methods in MOLAP have been proposed for ﬁle
structures such as multidimensional arrays. These ﬁle structures are suitable for data
with uniform distributions, but do not work well with skewed distributions. In this
paper, we consider an aggregation method that uses dynamic multidimensional ﬁles
adapting to skewed distributions. In these multidimensional ﬁles, the sizes of page regions vary according to the data density in these regions, and the pages that belong to a
larger region are accessed multiple times while computing aggregations. To solve this
problem, we ﬁrst present an aggregation computation model that uses the new notions
of disjoint-inclusive partition and induced space ﬁlling curves. Based on this model, we
then present a dynamic aggregation algorithm. Using these notions, the algorithm allows us to maximize the eﬀectiveness of the buﬀer––we control the page access order in
such a way that a page being accessed can reside in the buﬀer until the next access. We
have conducted experiments to show the eﬀectiveness of our approach. Experimental
results for a real data set show that the algorithm reduces the number of disk accesses by
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up to 5.09 times compared with a naive algorithm. The results further show that the
algorithm achieves a near optimal performance (i.e., normalized I/O ¼ 1.01) with the
total main memory (needed for the buﬀer and the result table) less than 1.0% of the
database size. We believe our work also provides an excellent formal basis for investigating further issues in computing aggregations in MOLAP.
Ó 2003 Published by Elsevier Science Inc.

1. Introduction
On-line analytical processing (OLAP) is a database application that allows
users to easily analyze large volumes of data in order to extract the information
necessary for decision-making [4]. OLAP queries make heavy use of aggregation for summarizing data since summarized trends derived from the records
are more useful for decision-making rather than individual records themselves.
Since computing aggregation is very expensive, good aggregation algorithms
are crucial for achieving performance in OLAP systems [1,8,11,19].
OLAP is based on a multidimensional data model that employs multidimensional arrays for modeling data [4]. The multidimensional data model
consists of measures and dimensions: measures are the attributes that are analyzed; dimensions are the attributes that determine the values of the measures.
A dimension is mapped to an axis of the multidimensional array. A measure is
mapped to a value stored in a cell. This model allows OLAP users to analyze
changes in the values of the measures according to changes in the values of the
dimensions.
OLAP systems are categorized into two classes according to their storage
structures: relational OLAP (ROLAP) and multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP)
[4]. ROLAP, built on top of the relational database system, stores OLAP data
in tables. In contrast, MOLAP uses multidimensional ﬁles that can eﬃciently
store and manage multidimensional data. Recently, as the eﬀectiveness of the
multidimensional ﬁles on OLAP is recognized, there have been attempts to use
them even in ROLAP [8,19].
While aggregation methods for ROLAP have been extensively studied [1,7],
the corresponding work for MOLAP has been rare. MOLAP primarily uses
static methods that materialize precomputed aggregates [8,16]. However, these
methods suﬀer from storage and periodic update overheads caused by storing all
the precomputed aggregate results. To overcome these shortcomings, we need
dynamic methods that compute aggregates on the ﬂy when queries are issued.
Dynamic methods for computing aggregates in MOLAP have been limited
to a few kinds of multidimensional ﬁle structures. Earlier methods use either
multidimensional arrays [19] or compressed multidimensional arrays [11].
However, these structures have shortcomings. Multidimensional arrays are
inadequate for data with a skewed distribution. Compressed multidimensional
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arrays degrade performance for non-aggregate OLAP operators such as range
queries by destroying multidimensional clustering.
In this paper, we present a dynamic aggregation method using a multidimensional ﬁle that can maintain multidimensional clustering and that adapts to
skewed data distributions. We ﬁrst present an aggregation computation model
that employs the new notion of the disjoint-inclusive partition for multidimensional ﬁles. We will formally deﬁne this notion in Section 4.1. We then
present a dynamic aggregation algorithm based on this model. We implement
the algorithm using the multilevel grid ﬁle (MLGF) [17,18], which is a dynamic
multidimensional ﬁle structure. Experimental results show that performance of
our algorithm is excellent compared with a naive algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy reviews
multidimensional ﬁles. Section 3 presents the motivation for this research and
describes a general method for computing aggregations using multidimensional
ﬁles. Section 4 proposes our aggregation computation model. Section 5 presents the aggregation algorithm based on our model. Section 6 presents the
results of the experiments. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Multidimensional ﬁles
We ﬁrst deﬁne some terminology used for multidimensional ﬁles [17]. A ﬁle
is a collection of records, where a record consists of a list of attributes. A subset
of these attributes that determines the placement of the records in the ﬁle is
called the organizing attributes. A ﬁle has a multidimensional organization if it
contains more than one organizing attribute. A domain of an attribute is a set
of values from which an attribute value can be drawn. We deﬁne the domain
space as the Cartesian product of the domains of all the organizing attributes.
We call any subset of the domain space a region. We call the region allocated to
a page P a page region and denote it by P~.
Multidimensional ﬁles have the multidimensional clustering property. The
property enables eﬃcient multiattribute accesses, which retrieve qualiﬁed records using multiple attributes. The multidimensional clustering means that
similar records, whose organizing attributes have similar values, are stored in
the same page. To support the multidimensional clustering, multidimensional
ﬁles partition the domain space into regions and store the records in each region on the same page. Thus, the directory represents the state of the domain
space partition.
Multidimensional ﬁles can be classiﬁed into two categories according to the
way the boundary value for splitting the region is determined [9]. One uses
record-oriented splitting; the other region-oriented splitting. Record-oriented
splitting divides the region into two subregions so that each subregion has the
same number of records. Thus, the boundary value for splitting the region
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depends on the record distribution. Region-oriented splitting bisects the region
regardless of the record distribution. Thus, the boundary values for splitting
the region are predetermined independent of the record distribution.
In this paper, we perform experiments using the MLGF [9,17,18], a dynamic
multidimensional ﬁle structure that uses region-oriented splitting and that
adapts well to skewed distributions. The MLGF is a balanced tree and consists
of a multilevel directory and data pages. A distinct characteristic of the MLGF
is that it uses the local splitting strategy, which splits only the region where
splitting is required rather than across the entire hyperplane. As a result, in the
MLGF, the directory growth is linearly dependent on the number of inserted
records regardless of data distributions, data skew, or correlation among the
organizing attributes [18]. Thus, the MLGF gracefully adapts to highly skewed
and correlated distributions that frequently occur in the OLAP data.

3. Computing aggregates using multidimensional ﬁles
In this section, we present our motivation for using multidimensional ﬁles in
aggregation computation. Section 3.1 deﬁnes necessary terminology. Section
3.2 presents a general method for computing aggregates using multidimensional ﬁles. Section 3.3 discusses the necessity of buﬀers in aggregation computation.
3.1. Terminology
Aggregation is an operation that classiﬁes records into groups according to
the values of the speciﬁed attributes and determines one value per group by
applying the given aggregate function [7]. An aggregate is the summarized
value per group obtained through aggregation. We call the attributes used for
grouping records the grouping attributes, and the attribute to which the aggregate function is applied the aggregation attribute. We deﬁne the grouping
domain space as the Cartesian product of the domains of all the grouping attributes. We call any subset of the grouping domain space a grouping region.
When we partition the grouping domain space into grouping regions to compute aggregation, we call them aggregation windows. We deﬁne a partial aggregation as aggregation for an aggregation window.
Q
We deﬁne the page grouping region of a page P , denoted by R ¼ G P~, as the
projection of the page region P~ onto the grouping domain space consisting of a
set G of grouping attributes. When a page region P~ and a region Q overlap, we
simply say that the
Q page P and the region Q overlap. Likewise, when a page
grouping region G P~ and an aggregation window W overlap, we say that the
page P and the aggregation window W overlap. We deﬁne aggregation window
pages of an aggregation window W as the pages that overlap with W .
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Example 1. Fig. 1 shows an example of computing aggregation in a multidimensional ﬁle with three organizing attributes X , Y , and Z. The domain space
has been divided into six regions with the records in each region being stored in
pages A, B, C, D, E, and F . In the ﬁgure, the grouping attributes are X and Y ,
and the grouping domain space is X : ½0; 99  Y : ½0; 99. An example of the
grouping region is X : ½0; 49  Y : ½0; 49. The four grouping regions forming a
partition of the grouping domain space X : ½0; 49  Y : ½0; 49, X : ½0; 49 
Y : ½50; 99, X : ½50; 99  Y : ½0; 49, and X : ½50; 99  Y : ½50; 99, represented
by dashed lines in the ﬁgure, are the aggregation windows. Finally, A and E
are the aggregation window pages of the aggregation window X : ½0; 49 
Y : ½0; 49.
3.2. A general method for aggregation computation
A simple method to compute aggregation is to use one aggregation window
that is equal to the grouping domain space. We ﬁrst create a result table
consisting of entries <values of grouping attributes, aggregate value> in the
main memory. We then scan the ﬁle and retrieve the records. For each record
retrieved, using the values of the grouping attributes, we locate the corresponding entry from the result table, aggregate the value of the aggregation
attribute, and store the result in the entry. If there is no corresponding entry,
insert a new entry. This method can compute aggregates by scanning a ﬁle only
once. However, this method would not be eﬀective for a large volume of data
because of limited availability of main memory.
An alternative method to compute aggregation is to use multiple aggregation windows that forms a partition of the grouping domain space. The rationale behind this method is that computing aggregates for an aggregation
window is independent of those for other aggregation windows. This is because
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Fig. 1. Computing aggregation in a multidimensional ﬁle.
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records in diﬀerent aggregation windows have diﬀerent values for the grouping
attributes forming diﬀerent groups. If the size of an aggregation window is
small, so is the size of the partial aggregation result. Thus, we can choose
aggregation windows in such a way that the size of a partial aggregation result
can ﬁt in the result table.
The structure of a multidimensional ﬁle allows us to eﬃciently retrieve the
records in an aggregation window. This is because multidimensional clustering
renders range queries eﬃcient. In contrast, in ROLAP, it is not eﬃcient to
retrieve the records that belong to an aggregation window since the table
structure in a relational database does not support multidimensional clustering. Therefore, we propose an aggregation algorithm that exploits the clustering characteristic of the multidimensional ﬁle.
Fig. 2 shows the algorithm, General_Aggregation, derived from the above
principles. Step 1 partitions the grouping domain space into aggregation
windows. Step 2 computes the partial aggregation for each aggregation window. Step 2.1 forms the range query for the partial aggregation. In the query,
for the grouping attributes, the intervals correspond to the aggregation window; for other organizing attributes, the intervals correspond to the whole
domain of each attribute. In Steps 2.2 and 2.2.1, the partial aggregation is
computed using the records via the range query. The intermediate result for the
partial aggregation is stored in the result table residing in the main memory.
Example 2. We explain General_Aggregation using the example shown in Fig.
1. First, the algorithm partitions the grouping domain space X : ½0; 99 
Y : ½0; 99 into aggregation windows X : ½0; 49  Y : ½0; 49, X : ½0; 49  Y : ½50;
99, X : ½50; 99  Y : ½0; 49, and X : ½50; 99  Y : ½50; 99. Then, the algorithm
computes the partial aggregation for each aggregation window using the range

Fig. 2. The general aggregation algorithm General_Aggregation that uses a multidimensional ﬁle.
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query. For example, the range query for the aggregation window X : ½0; 49 
Y : ½0; 49 is X : ½0; 49, Y : ½0; 49, and Z : ½0; 99, which is represented by the
shaded bar in Fig. 1.
When we partition the grouping domain space in Step 1 of General_Aggregation, it is desirable to select aggregation windows so as to make the resulting sizes of partial aggregations similar to one another. This partition
reduces the (maximum) size of the result table that must reside in the main
memory. We propose a method that selects aggregation windows using a histogram. This method selects aggregation windows by bisecting the grouping
domain space recursively until the resulting size of the partial aggregation for
each aggregation window is less than the result table size. The number of records in an aggregation window is an upper bound of the size of partial aggregation. To estimate this number, we use a multidimensional histogram for
the grouping attributes. Here, we omit the details of the estimation due to
space limitation. Details can be found in Ref. [10]. In the remaining part of this
paper, we assume that the aggregation windows are given, and focus on Step 2.
3.3. The role of the buﬀer in aggregation computation
Computing an aggregation with General_Aggregation may cause multiple
disk accesses for the same pages. This is because, in Step 2.2 of the algorithm, a
page in the multidimensional ﬁle is accessed once for each aggregation window
that overlaps with the page. In multidimensional ﬁles, the sizes of page regions
vary because they are determined by the data density in these regions. Hence,
the pages that belong to a larger region are more frequently accessed since they
tend to overlap with more aggregation windows.
In general, we use the buﬀer to reduce the number of disk accesses. So can
we for the General_Aggregation algorithm. In order to maximize the eﬀectiveness of the buﬀer, a page should be accessed in such an order that it resides
in the buﬀer until the next access. Therefore, it is desirable to traverse the
aggregation windows overlapping with a particular page contiguously. A very
interesting observation is that, when we compute aggregations using a multidimensional ﬁle, we can achieve such traversal by using the relationships
among aggregation windows and page grouping regions. We discuss this issue
in Sections 4 and 5.
4. Aggregation computation model based on disjoint-inclusive partition of
multidimensional ﬁles
The page regions in multidimensional ﬁles have various shapes, and thus,
the topological relationships among page regions and aggregation windows are
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complex. When these relationships have certain properties, we can improve the
performance of computing aggregation by taking advantage of them. In this
section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the notions of the disjoint-inclusive relationship and the
disjoint-inclusive partition. We then deﬁne our aggregation computation model
that employs these notions for a multidimensional ﬁle. We next discuss controlling the page access order such that pages to be accessed multiple times are
accessed in contiguous partial aggregations.

4.1. Disjoint-inclusive partition (DIP) in multidimensional ﬁles
Deﬁnition 1. Two regions S1 and S2 satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship if
they satisfy Eq. (1).
S1 \ S2 6¼ ; ) ðS1

S2 _ S1

S2 Þ:

ð1Þ

Deﬁnition 1 states that if two regions overlap, one includes the other.
Deﬁnition 2. Let D be the domain space with the organizing attributes
A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; An . A disjoint-inclusive partition of D is a set of regions Q ¼ fQ1 ;
Q2 ; . . . ; Qk g satisfying the following conditions:
S
(1) ð ki¼1 Qi ¼ DÞ ^ ðQi \ Qj ¼ ;; i 6¼ jÞ.
Q
Q
(2) ð8G fA1 ; A2 ; . . . ; An g8i; jð1 6 i; j 6 kÞÞ ( G Qi and G Qj satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship).
We call a multidimensional ﬁle whose page regions form a DIP a DIP
multidimensional file. Condition (1) of Deﬁnition 2 is a necessary and suﬃcient
condition for Q to be a partition of D.QCondition (2) indicates that, when two
regions in Q are projected onto any G D space, the projected regions must
satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship.
Example 3. Fig. 3 illustrates two examples of possible partitions of the domain
space in a multidimensional ﬁle having three organizing attributes X , Y , and Z.
Fig. 3(a) satisﬁes Condition (1) of Deﬁnition 2 since the domain space has been
partitioned into six regions A  F . Furthermore,
the projected regions of any
Q
two regions in Fig. 3(a) onto the space G D, where G ¼ fX ; Y g, satisfy the
disjoint-inclusive relationship. Since the disjoint-inclusive relationship also
holds for any other combination of attributes for G, Fig. 3(a) is a DIP. Fig.
3(b) also satisﬁes Condition
(1) of DeﬁnitionQ2. As shown
in this
Q
Q
Q ﬁgure,
however,
in
the
space
D
where
G
¼
fX
;
Y
g,
A
and
D
(also
G
G
G
G A and
Q
G E) overlap without satisfying the disjoint-inclusive relationship. Therefore,
Fig. 3(b) is not a DIP.
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Fig. 3. A DIP and a non-DIP.

Lemma 1 presents a suﬃcient condition for a multidimensional ﬁle to have
a DIP.
Lemma 1. If a multidimensional file satisfies the following splitting rules (1) and
(2), the set of regions in the domain space resulting from the splits forms a DIP.
(1) The multidimensional file uses region-oriented splitting.
(2) Let Qi and Qj be regions in the domain space and SplitAxesðQi Þ and
SplitAxesðQj Þ be multisets of split axes used in obtaining Qi and Qj , respectively. Then, either SplitAxesðQi Þ SplitAxesðQj Þ or SplitAxesðQi Þ
SplitAxesðQj Þ.
Proof. Let A1 ; . . . ; An be the organizing attributes of the multidimensional ﬁle
and Q ¼ fQ1 ; . . . ; Qk g the set of regions in the domain space resulting
from the splits. Then, for any two regions Qi and Qj , the following
holds:
(1) Since region-oriented splitting bisects the region upon split, the projections
of Qi Õs onto the domain of an attribute Al must be one of those intervals
that can be Q
obtained by Q
bisecting the domain of Al recursively. Thus, the
projections Al Qi and Al Qj satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship.
Now, let NSAl ðQi Þ be
Q the number
Q of splits on the attribute Al necessary
for obtaining Qi . If Al Qi and Al Qj overlap, one with the smaller value
of NSAl ðÞ includes the other.
(2) Since either SplitAxesðQi Þ SplitAxesðQj Þ or SplitAxesðQi Þ
SplitAxes
ðQj Þ, either 8Al ðNSAl ðQi Þ 6 NSAl ðQQ
ðQ
Þ
P
NS
ðQ
ÞÞ holds.
j ÞÞ or 8Al ðNS
A
i
A
j
l
Q l
Now, consider Qi and Qj such
that
Q
and
Q
overlap,
where
G is any
i
j
GQ
G
Q
subset of fA1 ; . . . ; An g. Then, Al Qi and Al Qj must also overlap for all Al in
G. This fact along with Conditions (1) and (2) leads to the conclusion either
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Q
Q
Q
Q
8
Al Qj Þ. In other words, either
QAl Qj Þ orQ8Al 2 Gð Al Qi
QAl 2 Gð QAl Qi
Q
Q
or
Q
Q
holds
meaning
that one region includes the
G i
G j
G i
G j
other. Therefore, Q forms a DIP. 
We identify a special case satisfying the splitting rule (2) of Lemma 1. Let
SplitAxesSeqðQi Þ be a sequence of splitting axes used in obtaining Qi . Then, a
condition that SplitAxesSeqðQi Þ is a preﬁx of SplitAxesSeqðQj Þ or vice versa is
a suﬃcient condition for the splitting rule (2). The cyclic splitting strategy [9],
which selects the splitting axis cyclically, is an example that satisﬁes the condition.

4.2. The aggregation computation model
Deﬁnition 3. The DIP computation model for computing aggregations
using a multidimensional ﬁle is the one that satisﬁes the following four
conditions:
(1) A DIP multidimensional ﬁle is used.
(2) The aggregation with respect to the grouping domain space is computed as
the union of partial aggregations, each of which is computed with respect
to an aggregation window. Here, aggregation windows form a partition of
the grouping domain space.
(3) Disjoint-inclusive relationship is satisﬁed among aggregation windows and
page grouping regions.
(4) Each partial aggregation is computed by retrieving records through a range
query against the multidimensional ﬁle.
The DIP computation model computes aggregations using a DIP multidimensional ﬁle. Conditions (2) and (4) allow us to compute aggregates by
taking advantage of multidimensional clustering. We have discussed such an
aggregation method, General_Aggregation, in Section 3.2. Conditions (1)
and (3) allow us to use the DIP property. They provide the basis for developing an eﬃcient aggregation algorithm and for analyzing the algorithm
formally.
We note that it is always possible to partition the grouping domain space into
aggregation windows that have the disjoint-inclusive relationship with page
grouping regions as required by Condition (3). Page grouping regions of a DIP
multidimensional ﬁle mutually satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship. Thus,
if we select each aggregation window as a union of multiple page grouping
regions, aggregation windows have the disjoint-inclusive relationship with the
page grouping regions.
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4.3. Page access order
Q
Deﬁnition 4. Let R ¼ G P~ be the page grouping region of a page P . We say
that P is an L-page (a large page) if R properly includes at least one aggregation
window.
Our algorithm controls the page access order so that repeatedly accessed
pages (L-pages) are accessed in contiguous partial aggregations. The objective
is to let an L-page to be accessed all at once while it remains in the buﬀer so
that it does not have to be accessed and loaded into the buﬀer any further. To
achieve this objective, we need to contiguously traverse the aggregation
windows that overlap with those L-pages. To obtain such a traversal order,
we use the notion of a space ﬁlling curve [6] induced from a given set of regions.
Deﬁnition 5. For a given set S ¼ fS1 ; S2 ; . . . ; Sn g of regions in the multidimensional space D, where elements of S satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship, we deﬁne the induced space filling curve (ISFC) as a space ﬁlling curve
satisfying the following condition:
Condition [contiguous interval]: Let the ISFC value, ISFCðpÞ, is the value allocated to a point p in D by the ISFC. For any region Si , points in Si
map into a contiguous interval of ISFC values. Formally, for any
region Si and any ISFC value v such that minp2Si fISFCðpÞg 6
v 6 maxp2Si fISFCðpÞg, a point p satisfying ISFCðpÞ ¼ v must be
in Si and vice versa.
Here, we call S the ISFC basis. We deﬁne the ISFC value of a region Si ,
ISFCðSi Þ, as maxp2Si fISFCðpÞg.
Lemma 2. For a given set S ¼ fS1 ; S2 ; . . . ; Sn g of regions in the multidimensional
space D, where elements of S satisfies the disjoint-inclusive relationship, there
exists at least one ISFC with S as the ISFC basis.
Proof. Since the regions in S satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship, we can
partition S into subsets U1 ; U2 ; . . . ; Um ð1 6 m 6 nÞ as follows. First, let U1 be
fSi 2 Sj8Sj 2S ðSi 6 Sj Þg. That is, a region S1i in U1 is an element of S, but is not
properly included by any region Sj 2 S. Next, let U2 be fSi 2 S
U1 j8Sj 2SU1 ðSi 6 Sj Þg. That is, a region S2i in U2 is an element of S  U1 , but is
not properly included by Sj 2 ðS  U1 Þ. We note that each region S2i in U2 is
properly included in a region in U1 ; otherwise, it would be contained in U1
instead of U2 . In a similar manner, let Ul ð1 < l 6 mÞ be fSi 2 S
ðU1 [    [ Ul1 Þj8Sj 2SðU1 [[Ul1 Þ ðSi 6 Sj Þg. Then, each region Sli in Ul is
properly included in a region in Ul1 .
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Now, we prove the existence of an ISFC with S as the basis by constructing
one ISFC. First, for Smi 2 Um , we select an arbitrary order that starts at the
lower-left corner of Smi , ends at the upper-right corner of Smi , and traverses all
the points in Smi . We use this order as a space ﬁlling curve for Smi ð2 Um Þ and call
it SFCmi . Next, for Sðm1Þi 2 Um1 , we also select an arbitrary order, which starts
at the lower-left corner, ends at the upper-right corner, and traverses all regions
Smk that are properly included in Sðm1Þi . We use this order as a space ﬁlling curve
for Sðm1Þi . Here, for each Smk 2 Um traversed, we insert the order of Smk , SFCmk ,
into that of Sðm1Þi , SFCðm1Þi . In a similar manner, we select an arbitrary order
SFCli for Sli 2 Ul ð1 6 l < mÞ. Here, for each Sðlþ1Þk 2 Ulþ1 traversed, we insert
the order of Sðlþ1Þk , SFCðlþ1Þk , into that of Sli , SFCli . We repeat this procedure
until we reach U1 . We now make an SFC by combining all the SFC1i Õs of S1i Õs in
U1 . It is trivial to show that the SFC satisﬁes the condition of ISFC. Therefore,
there exists an ISFC that use S as an ISFC basis. 
Deﬁnition 5 indicates that, in an ISFC order, all smaller regions included in
a larger region Si are traversed ﬁrst, and then, those that are not included in Si
are traversed. We take advantage of of the notion of the ISFC in our aggregation algorithm: when there are smaller aggregation windows overlapping
with (i.e., contained in) a larger page grouping region for a page P , we use an
ISFC order to make those aggregation windows traversed contiguously, so that
the page P may reside in the buﬀer without swapping.
We now present a method that uses an ISFC as the traversal order of aggregation windows and discuss its characteristics. Let R be a set of page
grouping regions in a DIP multidimensional ﬁle and W a set of aggregation
windows, where elements of R and W satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship. We deﬁne the ISFCR[W as the ISFC in the grouping domain space using
R [ W as the ISFC basis.
Example 4. Fig. 4 illustrates examples of an ISFCR[W and a non-ISFCR[W .
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show page grouping regions (Ri Õs) and aggregation windows

R6 =Π
= GF

R6

Y

Y

Y
R1 =ΠG A

R2 =ΠG B

R5 =ΠG E
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W3

W2
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R6
Y

R1

R2

R5

R2

R5

R3 = R4 =
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(a) Page grouping regions (Ri ’s). (b) Aggregation windows (Wi ’s).

R3
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X
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(d) A non-ISFC

Fig. 4. An ISFCR[W and a non-ISFCR[W (G ¼ fX; Yg).
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(Wi Õs), respectively, used in Example 1. Fig. 4(c) and (d) show the overlay of
page grouping regions shown in Fig. 4(a) on top of aggregation windows
shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(c) satisﬁes the deﬁnition of the ISFCR[W : the order in
which the regions are traversed is R1 ðS1 ! S2 Þ ! R6 ðS4 ðR3 ! R4 Þ ! R2 Þ. Fig.
4(d) does not, however, because points in region R1 are traversed while those in
region R6 still are.
Lemma 3. Consider computing aggregations under the DIP computation model.
Let W ¼ hW1 ; W2 ; . . . ; Wk i be a list of aggregation windows, where Wi ’s are ordered in an ISFCR[W order, i.e., if i < j, then ISFCR[W ðWi Þ < ISFCR[W ðWj Þ.
Then, the aggregation windows that overlap with an L-page are contiguous, i.e.,
they are Wl ; Wlþ1 ; . . . ; Wh ð1 6 l 6 h 6 kÞ.
Q
Proof. Let R ¼ G P~ be the page grouping region of an L-page P and
W0 ¼ hWi1 ; Wi2 ; . . . ; Wim i ð1 6 m 6 kÞ be a list of aggregation windows overlapping
with R. Then, Wij  R by the deﬁnition of the L-page. This leads to
Sm
W
R. In addition, since the aggregation windows in W form a
i
j
j¼1
partition of the entire grouping domain space, R must be included in the
union
windows that overlap with R. This leads to
Smof the aggregation
Sm
R
W
.
Thus,
W
¼
R. In addition, since ISFCR[W is an ISFC that
i
i
j
j
j¼1
j¼1
uses the union of page grouping regions and aggregation windows as the
ISFC basis, all the points in Wij Õs have the ISFCR[W values between the
maximum and minimum of the ISFCR[W values in R. Therefore, when
the aggregation windows are ordered in the ISFCR[W order, Wij Õs are contiguous. 
By Lemma 3, if we compute aggregations traversing aggregation windows in
the ISFCR[W order, the aggregation windows that overlap with an L-page are
processed contiguously. In other words, repeatedly accessed pages are accessed
in contiguous aggregation windows.
In an actual implementation, a speciﬁc ISFCR[W is determined by the intrinsic characteristics of a multidimensional ﬁle. We present a way of determining an ISFCR[W order based on the splitting rules of Lemma 1. All page
grouping regions in R have been created according to the splitting rules of
Lemma 1. In addition, since the set of aggregation windows W must satisfy
the disjoint-inclusive relationship with the page grouping regions, we select the
aggregation windows from the regions that can be created according to the
splitting rules. These regions are the ones resulting from splitting the domain
space recursively. Under these circumstances, we can use as the ISFCR[W a
space ﬁlling curve having the recursive property that accords with the order of
splitting axes selected. For example, when a multidimensional ﬁle uses the
cyclic splitting strategy, we can use Z-order [6] as the ISFCR[W . We use Z-order
in our experiments.
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5. DIP aggregation algorithm
In this section we present the aggregation algorithm based on the DIP
computation model. Fig. 5 shows the algorithm DIP_Aggregation that extends
the algorithm General_Aggregation as follows: (1) Step 1 partitions the grouping
domain space into aggregation windows satisfying the disjoint-inclusive relationship with page grouping regions; (2) Step 2 traverses aggregation windows in an ISFCR[W order. By Lemma 3, the algorithm DIP_Aggregation
lets repeatedly accessed pages be accessed in contiguous aggregation windows
and, thus, maximize the eﬀectiveness of the buﬀer.

6. Performance evaluation
In this section we present the result of the performance evaluation for the
DIP_Aggregation algorithm. Section 6.1 explains the experimental environment and data sets. Section 6.2 presents the experimental results.
6.1. The experimental environment and data sets
6.1.1. Data sets
We use both synthetic and real data sets for the experiments. The synthetic
data set has 5,000,000 records consisting of six attributes: ﬁve are organizing
attributes representing the dimensions, and one is the measure. The data types
of all the attributes are 4-byte integers, whose domain is ½231 , 231  1. To
simulate the OLAP data where records are distributed in many clusters, we use
a distribution that superposes 100 overlapping multivariate normal distributions for data distributions of the organizing attributes. The ith attribute of the

Fig. 5. The algorithm DIP_Aggregation.
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multivariate normal distribution has a normal distribution of N ðli ; r2 Þ, where
the mean li is randomly selected within the range ½231 , 231  1, and the
standard deviation r is 228 . We call this data set SYNTHETIC-DATA. The size
of SYNTHETIC-DATA is 303.8MB (74,169 pages).
The real data set that we use is the Forest Cover Type database from the
UCI KDD archive [2]. It has about 581,012 records consisting of 54 attributes,
10 of which are numerical. We use ﬁve-dimensional projection of the data set
(the projected data set has 580,616 records) and use these ﬁve attributes as the
dimensions and organizing attributes. These attributes are Elevation, Aspect,
Slope, Horizontal_distance_to_hydrology, and Vertical_distance_to_hydrology. We use a dummy attribute as the measure. We call this data set REALDATA. The size of REAL-DATA is 34.3MB (8784 pages).
6.1.2. Methods of experiments
We have used three grouping attributes among the ﬁve organizing attributes. As the DIP multidimensional ﬁle storing the OLAP data, we have used
the MLGF. 1
The page size used is 4KB. The result table size is set to 0.1% of the database
size, while the buﬀer size is varied from 0% to 10% of the database size to
analyze the eﬀect of the buﬀer size. We use as the buﬀer replacement policy the
CLOCK policy, which is a simple and widely used approximation of LRU [5].
Since disk I/O has a major eﬀect on the performance of aggregation [7], we use
the number of disk accesses that occur during aggregation computation as the
performance measure.
6.1.3. Algorithms compared
For providing a basis of evaluation, we compare the DIP_Aggregation algorithm with a straightforward algorithm Naive_Aggregation derived from the
algorithm General_Aggregation in Section 3.2. The Naive_Aggregation algorithm obtains aggregation windows using the partitioning algorithm of the
equi-depth histogram [12] and traverses the aggregation windows using the
row-major order. Here, the aggregation windows do not satisfy the disjointinclusive relationship with page grouping regions. Thus, Naive_Aggregation
does not conform to the DIP computation model.

1
We use the MLGF for the experiments here, but our methodology is applicable to other kinds
of DIP multidimensional ﬁles such as the quad tree [14] and the grid ﬁle [13]. Other
multidimensional ﬁles can be made DIP multidimensional ﬁles by limiting split policies. The
buddy tree [15] is an example. On the other hand, some cannot be made DIP multidimensional ﬁles.
The R -tree [3] is an example.
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Fig. 6. Normalized I/O access for SYNTHETIC-DATA (74,169 pages).

6.2. Experimental results
Fig. 6 shows the experimental results for SYNTHETIC-DATA. The horizontal axis represents the size of the buﬀer. The vertical axis represents the
normalized I/O access, which is deﬁned as the number of page accesses normalized by the total number of pages in the ﬁle. Fig. 6 shows that DIP_Aggregation has a far better performance than Naive_Aggregation. The result
veriﬁes the eﬀectiveness of our approach of using the DIP computation model
where the aggregation windows satisfy the disjoint-inclusive relationship with
page grouping regions, and the ISFCR[W is the traversal order among the
aggregation windows.
Fig. 7 shows the experimental results for REAL-DATA. Similar to Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 indicates that DIP_Aggregation has a far better performance than
Naive_Aggregation. The phenomenon is more marked here since there are
more random variation of data distribution in real data. In Fig. 7 we observe
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Fig. 7. Normalized I/O access for REAL-DATA (8784 pages).
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that DIP_Aggregation reduces the number of disk accesses by up to 5.09 times
compared with Naive_Aggregation. An interesting observation is that we can
get a near optimal result (i.e., normalized I/O access ¼ 1.01) with less than 1.0%
of the database size as the buﬀer, even with the result table size added.

7. Conclusions
Eﬃcient aggregation algorithms are crucial for achieving good performance
in OLAP systems. In this paper, we have presented a dynamic aggregation
algorithm that uses multidimensional ﬁles in MOLAP. We have presented the
new notion of the disjoint-inclusive partition and proposed the aggregation
computation model, the DIP computation model, using this notion. In Lemma
3, we have proved that we can maximize the buﬀering eﬀect by controlling the
page access order with the ISFC to process the repeatedly accessed pages (Lpages) in consecutive aggregation windows. Based on the model, we then have
proposed the aggregation algorithm, DIP_Aggregation, that computes aggregation using the ISFC.
To verify the performance of DIP_Aggregation, we have performed experiments with the synthetic and real data sets. Experimental results for a real
data set show that our algorithm reduces the number of disk accesses by up to
5.09 times compared with Naive_Aggregation. The results also show that we
need the main memory less than 1.0% of the size of the database to optimally
process the OLAP aggregation. We believe that our work provides an excellent
formal basis for investigating further issues in computing aggregations in
MOLAP.
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